Midwestern Industries, Inc. has developed the new Roundabout Spiral Frame (RAS) to increase production, prolong screen cloth life and improve product specifications.

This unit handles higher feed rates and is ideal for use in removing fines, long or slivery oversize and oversize from slurries.

The RAS unit discharges oversize material 360 degrees from the screen surface into a spiral trough, where the oversize moves rapidly down to the discharge spout.

The RAS frame is designed to mount on Midwestern separators or on any other round separator. With its combined benefits of increasing production, making more efficient use of materials, and improving product specifications, the RAS unit provides significant cost-reduction capabilities.

Headquartered in Massillon, Ohio, Midwestern Industries, Inc. manufactures a complete line of vibrating screen equipment and screen heating products, and weaves wire cloth. For more information about the Roundabout Spiral Frame, contact:

Midwestern Industries, Inc.,
915 Oberlin Rd., S.W.,
P.O. Box 810
Massillon, OH 44648-0810
Phone (216) 837-4203
Fax (216) 837-4210